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The 

Point of Contact  
The Volunteer Correspondent Program’s Newsletter 

Meet The 
Coordinator 

Let me introduce myself… 
 
I live with my husband and three children 
on a farm in Fairfield. When I’m not 
working, you can find me there crafting 
things, experimenting with different 
homesteading projects, or tending to my 
weed-riddled vegetable and flower gardens. 
 
I have volunteered in the lives of people 
with intellectual disabilities and autism 
since my early childhood, later becoming a 
teacher, and providing support in crisis 
services and social work.   
 
As the parent of an adult child with 
autism, I have developed a first-hand 
understanding of challenges faced by 
consumers and their families. This has 
fueled my passion for advocacy, and I enjoy 
meeting consumers and working with 
teams to help address the needs of those 
most impacted by systemic issues. 
 
Moving forward,  
Pamela J. Cairnie 
VCP Coordinator 

CORRESPONDENTS 
NEEDED! 

Do you like yard sales? Fishing? Amusement parks? Going out 
for coffee?  A Volunteer Correspondent functions much like a 
family member, providing friendship and advocacy. They are 
asked to develop and maintain a relationship with their 'match' 
in order to understand whether or not appropriate services are 
being provided and all needs are being met. If you are interested 
in becoming a Volunteer Correspondent, please contact the 
VCP Coordinator at vcmainedsoab@gmail.com or 622-5370.  

Save the Date! 

Lest We Forget 
Thursday, April 3rd 
10am-2pm 

Walk For Autism 
Sunday, April 27th 
11am Registration 

Four Locations:  
Bangor, Biddeford, Presque 
Isle, and Farmington.  
Contact: Autism Society of 
Maine @ 1-800-273-5200. 

Disability 
Advocacy Day 
Thursday, April 3rd 
9am-11am 
In Augusta. Contact Monique 
Stairs at SUFU: 
SUFUNorth@sufumaine.org 
or call 207-476-5500. 

The Maine Association of 
Community Service Providers 
(MACSP)’s 3rd annual art 
celebration at the Hall of 
Flags in Augusta. 
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The VCP Online 
The Volunteer Correspondent Program has a 
new website, as well as social media pages on 

Facebook, Twitter, and Pinterest. 

www.vcpmaine.org 
The Volunteer Correspondent Program’s website 
continues to evolve to meet the needs of all who need 
more information about the VCP, current forms, and 
the latest news impacting Maine’s individuals with 
intellectual disabilities and/or autism. In the future, we 

also plan to have training materials available online. 

Facebook 

Twitter 
The Volunteer Correspondent Program understands 
that access to current information is essential to our 
volunteers. Our Twitter feed can keep you updated! 

Pinterest 
We have put together a number of disability-related 
Pinterest Boards, to provide our Volunteer 
Correspondents with information and support self-care. 
Here are a few of our topics: 

Religion And Spirituality  

Books About Disability 

Movies About Disability 

Understanding & Acceptance 

People With A Purpose  

Life With A Disability 

The Volunteer Correspondent Program Coordinator 
now maintains a group page on Facebook for all 

Volunteer Correspondents who use social media. 
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The VCP Is 35 Years Strong, 
And We’re Not Going Anywhere! 
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program. Even with all of those changes, we 
never stopped supporting Maine individuals 
with an intellectual disability and/or autism, by 
providing an unpaid person to protect the rights 
and look out for the welfare of the person 
they're matched with. 

If anything, we are growing! The VCP now has 
an online presence with our new website and 
social media pages. We have more Volunteer 
Correspondents supporting more service users, 
and we now accept requests for Volunteer 
Correspondents from individuals with family 
members who are involved in their lives, but are 
unable to act as effective advocates.   

Regional Committees 
The Volunteer Correspondent Program is preparing to 

reintroduce Regional Committees to areas throughout Maine, 
and we need your help! 

Committee Areas 
1. York 
2. Cumberland 
3. Western ME 
4. Mid Coast 
5. Central ME 
6. Penquis 
7. Downeast 
8. Aroostook 

In the past, many of our volunteers have participated in 
regional meetings with other Volunteer Correspondents. 
These groups have become inactive over the last several 
years, and we’d like to see them grow to be a strong and 
viable source of support and information for our 
correspondents.  
If you would like to assist the VCP in rebuilding a 
Regional Committee in your area, please contact our 
office at 622-5370 or email vcmainedsoab@gmail.com.  

1

"I didn't know the Volunteer Correspondent 
Program was still around..." 

"I heard that program went away with the 
Consumer Advisory Board." 

In the two years since I assumed the role of 
Volunteer Correspondent Program 
Coordinator, I've heard these statements and 
many others. Like other programs supporting 
people with disabilities, the VCP has undergone 
some marked changes over the years. We have 
a new office, a new Coordinator, a new budget, 
and a new group called the Maine 
Developmental Services Oversight and 
Advisory Board providing oversight to our 
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VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT – Bridget McCabe 

I have worked with adults with different kinds of 
disabilities in residential settings since 1997. I have vast 
amounts of patience and know when to seek support 
and assistance in being a responsible correspondent. 
Even though I have an extensive background it is not 
essential in being a correspondent; I believe being the 
right fit and having a healthy supportive relationship 
with [the VCP match] is invaluable. 

What kinds of activities do you do with your VCP match? 

I support 3 individuals as their correspondent and do different activities with each of them as they 
desire. With one I spend time at her home cleaning out closet and drawers, painting finger nails, I bring 
dinner with nice plates, I help her family visit by bringing them to her home, organizing events like 
birthday parties with friends and family, shopping, going out to eat… With the other 2, they visit me for 
long weekends a couple times a year.  We go to movies, out to eat, meet friends and/or family, shop, 
get haircuts, nails done, be tourists.  When I see them in their hometown we do much of the same. 

Bridget’s advice for other  
Volunteer Correspondents 
I think it is important to know your own limits 
regarding time, energy, and knowledge.   Do what you 
are comfortable with.   Ask for help from the 
Volunteer Coordinator, Advocates, staff team 
members, etc. when needed.  My goal is to provide 
friendship, support, and maintain a healthy 
relationship.   

Due to my long-term relationship and commitment with the people whom I am correspondent, I am 
careful to take on only what I am comfortable with to not get tired or overwhelmed.  I work on 
maintaining a healthy relationship, my own boundaries, and setting my own limits for time and what 
fits into my life.  Every volunteer correspondent can look different and have different time 
commitments and activity levels.  I think it is important to be an advocate when needed and get help 
when not sure what to do in particular situations.  I love being a correspondent and being able to help 
someone’s life be fuller and more enjoyable. 

The Volunteer Correspondent Program would like to thank Bridget for her 7 years of friendship and advocacy! 

What special skills do you bring to your role as VC? 
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For those who are on Medicare, but are having trouble 
getting or paying for their prescriptions…  

2

Some examples of problems you might call 
about: 

• If a consumer is paying more than $6.35 for 
brand medications or $2.55 for generics (lower if 
they also have full MaineCare), something is 
probably wrong. An Appeals Specialist can help. 

• If a consumer goes to the pharmacy to pick up a 
medication and is told his Part D Plan will not 
cover it, an Appeals Specialist can help.  

• If a consumer is all out of medications and she 
cannot afford to buy them, an Appeals Specialist 
can help. In most cases, we can get the 
medications to the consumer the day you call. 

• If a consumer is low-income and is getting a 
monthly bill from his Part D Plan, something is 
probably wrong. An Appeals Specialist can help 
get him into a premium-free Plan. 

• If a consumer gets a letter from Medicare, Social 
Security, or the Department of Health and 
Human Services that she does not understand, an 
Appeals Specialist can help explain it. 

1

The Medicare Part D Appeals Unit of Legal 
Services for the Elderly can help.  
 
Just call 1-877-774-7772. 
 
The Medicare Part D Unit provides free help to 
low-income Maine residents of any age who are 
on Medicare but are having trouble getting or 
affording their prescriptions. The Unit helps 
people throughout Maine, via a toll-free phone 
number, 1-877-774-7772, so there is no need to 
travel for help. An Appeals Specialist will 
answer the phone.  You can call with the 
consumer and the consumer can give the 
Appeals Specialist permission to talk to you. 
Then the Appeals Specialist can work with both 
of you to solve the problem.  The Unit is also 
happy to brainstorm with you about problems 
you are seeing.  

The Unit takes calls Monday through Friday, 9 
a.m. to noon, and 1 to 4 p.m. 

The Point of Contact Guest Columnist ~ Maureen Day, Esq. 

The VCP & MDSOAB have a new mailing address!!  

 

 

295 WATER STREET 
SUITE 220 

AUGUSTA, ME 04330 
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SPRING 2014 

Happy Spring! 
Here at the VCP, we are looking forward to more daylight, 
green grass, and warm breezes! Here are a few more things 
we’re looking forward to in the coming months: 

• MDSOAB Public Forums 

• Presentations, informational tables and other events  

• Rebuilding VCP Regional Committees 

“Spring is when you feel like whistling 
even with a shoe full of slush.” 

-Doug Larson 
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v The need for a Volunteer Correspondent 
is addressed annually at the PCP 
meeting, but changes in health, living, 
legal, and family relationships can be 
unexpected. Please submit a Request for 
Volunteer Correspondent form when 
there is a need. 

 
v The primary responsibility of the 

Volunteer Correspondent is to be an 
advocate. If a consumer is unable to go 
out into the community, a 
correspondent may instead choose to 
visit them at their home or in the 
hospital, stay in touch by mail, and/or 
call their VCP match.  

 
v If an individual has considered 

guardianship as an option and doesn’t 
feel as though that is the best fit at the 
time, encourage them to consider 
becoming a Volunteer Correspondent. 
They can have an important part in the 
person-centered planning process 
without taking on the role of guardian. 

FYI for Case Managers and Service Providers 
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v The most recent forms are available on 
our website. Please note that our office 
has moved to 295 Water Street in 
Augusta. Any forms sent to the State 
Street address will result in a delay in 
processing the application. 

 
v Please send in a request for ANY 

consumer with a Volunteer 
Correspondent need. The VCP is 
recruiting, and we can’t help if we don’t 
know. 

 
v Applications may be “revisited” later, in 

order to determine if there is change in 
consumer need. Illness or a change in 
guardianship may result in a review of a 
previously declined application. 

 
v The VCP Coordinator is available to 

speak at your agency’s training or attend 
a tabling event. Please contact Pam 
Cairnie at vcmainedsoab@gmail.com or 
call 622-5370 to schedule your request. 

The Volunteer Correspondent Program office routinely gets calls from state and community-based case 
managers and service providers requesting information about the application process. We’d like to take 
this opportunity to provide some additional information in order to make your work a little easier. 


